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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Clinicians’ views on learning in brain injury rehabilitation
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Abstract

Primary objective: To determine clinicians’ views on learning ability in brain injury rehabilitation.
Research design: Online survey.
Methods and procedures: An online survey was sent to physicians, psychologists and therapists
of three Dutch organizations for neuropsychology or rehabilitation. The survey enquired (1)
whether clinicians take learning ability into account; (2) about factors influencing learning
ability; and (3) about assessment tools used to assess learning ability.
Main outcomes and results: Thirty-seven physicians, 83 psychologists and 43 therapists
completed the online survey. In total, 93% of respondents reported that they take learning
ability into account when making a prognosis. The most frequently mentioned factors
influencing learning ability were cognition, awareness of deficits and motivation. Learning
ability was mainly determined by means of cognitive and memory tests and observations
during therapy.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates that a patient’s learning ability may be influenced by not
only cognition but also by motivation and awareness of deficits. Structured and standardized
assessment of these factors may be suggested for standard use in clinical practice. More
research is needed about the influence these factors have on the learning process.
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Introduction

Rehabilitation can be described as an educational, problem-

solving process [1]. Obviously, the objective of education is

learning which is defined as the acquisition of new informa-

tion [2]. During rehabilitation, patients re-learn old skills and

learn new skills in order to optimize social participation and

well-being [1]. The rate of learning influences the time

needed to accomplish rehabilitation goals. This in turn affects

the costs of care [3]. Although patients’ learning ability is

frequently discussed in brain injury rehabilitation practice, the

current scientific literature provides little insight into this

complex concept.

A patient’s learning ability may be affected by brain injury

sequelae. A factor that is commonly associated with learning

ability is cognitive functioning and in particular memory

functioning [2, 4]. For instance, when using a verbal learning

task, the presence of a learning curve with adequate delayed

recall is said to reflect learning ability and consequently the

potential to profit from rehabilitation [2, 4]. Solely consider-

ing the patient’s cognitive or memory profile when estimating

the ability to learn raises the question as to whether it is fair to

state that all patients with poor cognitive functioning have

poor ability to learn during rehabilitation. In contrast, does the

absence of (severe) cognitive impairments automatically

imply adequate learning ability? Other factors may also

influence the rehabilitation process. A previous study [5]

suggested that the frequently observed cognitive, physical and

emotional impairments after traumatic brain injury (TBI) may

substantially impact the learning process of patients with TBI.

One could for instance think of a lack of motivation to pursue

goals [6], impaired awareness of deficits that impedes

participation in rehabilitation [7] or passive coping which

hampers active involvement in therapy [8].

The identification of potential barriers for learning would

aid clinicians to explore and target these factors in order to

facilitate learning in patients with brain injury. This know-

ledge can provide a starting point for the development of an

assessment tool to determine a patient’s degree of learning

ability. Such a tool may be useful for referring patients to the

level of rehabilitation care that best fits their needs and

capabilities.

To gain more knowledge about barriers for learning, it is

believed it is important to start with exploring clinicians’

views and current clinical practice. Therefore, the objectives

of this study were to (1) determine whether clinicians

take learning ability into account when making a prognosis;
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(2) evaluate clinicians’ views on factors influencing learning

ability; and (3) determine what assessment tools clinicians

currently use to assess a patient’s learning ability.

Methods

Participants and survey

This study aimed to include the primary disciplines working

in brain injury rehabilitation. Therefore, an online survey was

sent to members of three major organizations in The

Netherlands:

(1) Netherlands Institute of Psychologists (NIP) section

rehabilitation psychology (200 members) and section

neuropsychology (482 members);

(2) Dutch Working Group of Rehabilitation Physicians for

Stroke (40 members); and

(3) National platform for Cognitive Rehabilitation (112

members).

The survey enquired whether clinicians take learning

ability into account when making a prognosis. Furthermore,

the survey included open-ended questions about factors that

can influence a patient’s learning ability and about assessment

tools respondents use to assess a patient’s level of learning

ability. In addition, respondents were asked about their age

and professional details (profession, years of working experi-

ence, type of organization, main patient population).

Statistical analysis

Mann Whitney U-tests were applied to determine differences

between disciplines regarding age and years of working

experience. Furthermore, reported assessment tools were

categorized into one of the following diagnostic assessment

methods: conversation (e.g. intake, anamnesis), observation

(standardized and non-standardized), cognitive test(s) or

questionnaire(s). Data were analysed using SPSS version

18.0. To adjust for a Type 1 error a Bonferroni correction was

applied, alpha was set at 0.05/3 (disciplines)¼ 0.017.

Results

Participants

In total, 174 rehabilitation professionals replied. The response

rate was not calculated given the possibility that some

respondents were members of more than one of the three

organizations and consequently received the survey more than

once. In addition, members of the Netherlands Institute of

Psychologists do not necessarily work in a rehabilitation

setting, which led them to disregard this survey.

Not all respondents answered all questions. Duplicates

(n¼ 1) as well as respondents who did not indicate their

profession (n¼ 10) were excluded, leaving a total of 163

respondents. Among these were 37 physicians (36 physiat-

rists, one psychiatrist), 83 psychologists and 43 therapists

(24 occupational therapists, 15 cognitive trainers/therapists,

three physical therapists, one psychological assistant).

The mean number of years of working experience was 9.0

years (SD¼ 6.9 years; range¼ 0–29 years). The mean age

of the professionals was 39.4 years (SD¼ 9.9 years; range

22–65 years) (Table I).

A Mann-Whitney U-test with Bonferroni correction

revealed that the physicians were significantly older than

the psychologists (U¼ 798.5, z¼�4.19, p50.0001) and

the therapists (U¼ 466.5, z¼�3.05, p¼ 0.002). There

were no significant differences regarding the number of

years of working experience. For the total group, 95.7%

(n¼ 156) spent more than 30% of their time on neurological

patients.

Learning ability and prognosis

In total, 94.6% (n¼ 35) of physicians, 91.6% (n¼ 76) of

psychologists and 93% (n¼ 40) of therapists indicated that

they take learning ability into account when making a

prognosis. Reasons for not taking learning ability into account

were: everyone has learning ability (n¼ 1); there is no clear

definition of learning ability (n¼ 2); learning ability is part of

a patient’s cognitive functioning (n¼ 1); according to the

literature, learning ability is not important (n¼ 1); not

involved in making a diagnosis or prognosis (n¼ 1); more

environmental adjustments are needed when learning ability

is impaired (n¼ 1); and five persons did not specify their

answer.

Factors influencing learning ability

Respondents reported a wide variety of factors influencing

learning ability. Thirteen different factors were mentioned by

at least five respondents in the total group. Among these were

eight psychological factors. Across disciplines, the most

frequently mentioned factors were cognition (79.4%,

n¼ 123), awareness of deficits (56.1%, n¼ 87) and motiv-

ation (29.0%, n¼ 45). Furthermore, a considerable number of

respondents mentioned injury characteristics (10.3%, n¼ 16),

pre-morbid functioning (10.3%, n¼ 16), personality (10.3%,

n¼ 16) and coping style (9.7%, n¼ 15) (Table II).

Assessment of learning ability

Table III shows that physicians (five out of six) and

psychologists (51 out of 54) mainly reported to use cognitive

Table I. Sample characteristics (n¼ 163).

Mean age (SD), n¼ 162 39.4 (9.9)
Range 22–65

Profession, % (n)
Physician 22.7 (37)
Psychologist 50.9 (83)
Therapist 26.4 (43)

Mean years of experience (SD), n¼ 147 9.0 (6.9)
Range 0–29

Type of organization, % (n), n¼ 162a

Rehabilitation centre 73.4 (119)
Hospital 19.8 (32)
Nursing home 4.9 (8)
Primary care 3.7 (6)
Mental healthcare 2.5 (4)

Main patient population, % (n)
Adults 81.6 (120)
Adults and elderly 10.9 (16)
Children and adults 4.1 (6)
Children 3.4 (5)

aMore than one answer was possible.
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tests to determine learning ability, whereas therapists mainly

reported to use observational data (11 out of 17). Within these

categories, 20 psychologists and nine therapists mentioned

specific tests to assess learning ability. The following

cognitive tests were mentioned by at least three psychologists:

the Rey-Auditory Verbal Learning Test (R-AVLT) [9]

(n¼ 14), the Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test (RBMT)

[10] (n¼ 6), the Visual Association Test (VAT) [11] (n¼ 6),

the Amsterdam Dementia Screening Test 6 (ADS-6): eight

word test [12] (n¼ 4) and the Verbal Learning and Memory

Test (VLGT) [13]. Therapists mentioned the R-AVLT (n¼ 1)

and VLGT (n¼ 1) as well. These five cognitive tests are

generally used to assess memory functioning.

Therapists also reported several observational instruments:

the Allen Cognitive Level Screen (ACLS) [14] (n¼ 4), the

Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) [15] (n¼ 3)

and the Perceive, Recall, Plan and Perform System (PRPP)

[16] (n¼ 1). The AMPS is used to measure instrumental

ADL performance, whereas the ACLS and PRPP focus on

functional task performance

Discussion

The vast majority of respondents take learning ability into

account when making a prognosis. The most frequently

mentioned barriers for learning were cognition, awareness of

deficits and motivation. Learning ability was primarily

determined by means of cognitive and memory tests and

observations during therapy.

Respondents mentioned cognitive functioning, awareness

of deficits and motivation as the primary factors influencing

a patient’s learning ability. Previous studies have also

mentioned cognition as an important factor for learning

[2, 4]. One can imagine that relatively intact cognitive

functions are essential to grasp and follow instructions and to

remember what one has learned. The second factor, awareness

of deficits, is important since decreased awareness can reduce

the motivation to learn and rehabilitate [17]. In addition,

previous studies showed that patients with poor awareness

have worse cognitive functioning than patients with good

awareness [18, 19]. The third potential barrier to learning is

motivation. A patient who is not motivated is unlikely to exert

any effort in therapy and in applying the learned skills in daily

life [6]. Besides cognition, awareness and motivation, several

other factors may indirectly influence learning ability. For

example, depression can influence cognitive functioning and

motivation [2] and is, thus, indirectly linked to a patient’s

learning ability.

Ideally, all major potential barriers for learning should be

taken into account. However, respondents mainly reported to

use cognitive and memory tests and observations during

therapy. Regarding the other two potential barriers for

learning, motivation and awareness of deficits, no specific

tools were mentioned. It is, however, possible that respond-

ents use their observations to estimate a patient’s degree of

awareness of deficits and motivation. More research is needed

to determine whether the mentioned tests are appropriate

indicators of learning ability in patients with brain injury.

Several limitations of this study should be noted. Not

all respondents answered all questions, which resulted in

small group sizes for the question about assessment tools.

Furthermore, it is unknown whether the answer ‘cognitive

tests’ refers to the interpretation of test scores for specific

cognitive tests or, for example, the observation during the

completion of a cognitive test. In addition, for the total group,

the years of experience ranged from 0–29 years and is,

therefore, a potential confounder in the analysis. Respondents

with limited clinical experience may have insufficient know-

ledge about learning barriers and assessment methods.

However, 73% of respondents (n¼ 119) had at least 3 years

of experience and solely including these patients yielded

similar results. A last limitation is that the sample was

collected in the Netherlands. Generalizability to other

countries may be limited due to differences in healthcare.

However, cognitive and physical sequele after ABI are similar

Table II. Clinicians’ views on factors influencing learning ability.a

Total (n¼ 155) Physician (n¼ 34) Psychologist (n¼ 81) Therapist (n¼ 40)
% (n) % (n) % (n) % (n)

Cognition 79.4 (123) 76.5 (26) 81.5 (66) 77.5 (31)
Awareness of deficits 56.1 (87) 55.9 (19) 54.3 (44) 60.0 (24)
Motivation 29.0 (45) 32.4 (11) 29.6 (24) 25.0 (10)
Injury characteristics 10.3 (16) 8.8 (3) 6.2 (5) 20.0 (8)
Pre-morbid functioning 10.3 (16) 14.7 (5) 8.6 (7) 10.0 (4)
Personality 10.3 (16) 5.9 (2) 14.8 (12) 5.0 (2)
Coping style 9.7 (15) 11.8 (4) 12.3 (10) 2.5 (1)
Social environment 5.8 (9) 0 7.4 (6) 7.5 (3)
Ability to generalize acquired skills 4.5 (7) 2.9 (1) 3.7 (3) 7.5 (3)
Demographic characteristics 3.9 (6) 0 4.9 (4) 5.0 (2)
Intelligence 3.9 (6) 5.9 (2) 3.7 (3) 2.5 (1)
Acceptance 3.2 (5) 2.9 (1) 2.5 (2) 5.0 (2)
Co-operation 3.2 (5) 2.9 (1) 3.7 (3) 2.5 (1)

aOnly factors that were mentioned by at least five respondents are reported in the total group.

Table III. Assessment methods of learning ability.

Assessment methoda
Physician
(n¼ 6b)

Psychologist
(n¼ 54b)

Therapist
(n¼ 17b)

Conversation, % (n) 0 5.6 (3) 0
Observation, % (n) 0 20.4 (11) 64.7 (11)
Cognitive test(s), % (n) 83.3 (5) 94.4 (51) 23.5 (4)
Questionnaire, % (n) 0 5.6 (3) 11.8 (2)
Other, % (n) 16.7 (1) 3.7 (2) 29.4 (5)

aMore than one answer was possible.
bNumber of respondents that indicated the method of assessment.
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across countries and, therefore, it is believed that this sample

is representative.

In conclusion, the current study is one of the first studies

to ‘open the black box of learning in rehabilitation’ and

demonstrates that a patient’s learning ability may be

influenced by not only cognition but also by motivation and

awareness of deficits. Structured and standardized assessment

of these factors may be suggested for standard use in clinical

practice. More research is needed about the specific influence

these factors have on the learning process.
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